1 Pre-1950's 'Merry Thought' mohair Teddy bear, 44 cm high. £20.00 - £30.00

2 Hornby 00 gauge train sets "GWR Western Pullman", R1077 (Missing power unit & digital controller). Also "The Western Spirit" R1109 train set, both boxed. (2) £30.00 - £50.00

3 Hornby 00 gauge digital train set, R1076, 'Virgin Trains Pendolino', boxed. £20.00 - £30.00

4 Hornby 00 gauge railway building and fittings to include roadside restaurant, R276, two station overroof, R334, elevated track supports, R909, trackside fencing, R537, two digital four function locomotive decoders, three bundles of track and Bachmann scene scapers trees. (11) £40.00 - £60.00

5 Hornby 00 gauge car unloading terminal R8263, two double brick tunnel portals, R8512, car transporter, R6423, Scotrail Class 101 two-car DMU, R2696, One Railways Class 156, R2693, Merry Christmas 2009 wagon, R6479. (7) £30.00 - £40.00

6 Seven boxed Corgi classics vehicles including Waring & Gillow Ltd, Blackpool Tower Circus, Griff. Fender, Lee Brothers etc. (7) £10.00 - £20.00

7 Seven boxed Corgi classics including Camp Hopson, Brewer & Turnbull, LNER Express Parcel Services, New Razor etc. (7) £10.00 - £20.00

8 Seven boxed Corgi classics and other die-cast vehicles including Ribble Gay Hostess, Stumberland Beds, Wilson's of Kendal, Howell's & Son, AEC cylindrical tanker, closed top tram, theatrical removers. (7) £15.00 - £20.00

9 Seven boxed Corgi vehicles including John Codona's Pleasure Fairs, Moorhouse Jams, Fry's Milk Chocolate, Mackintosh's, Youngster's, Watt's Bros., BRS Parcels Services. (7) £15.00 - £20.00

10 Three Corgi boxed vehicles to include, 75604 Renault Premium Curtainside, CC14027 Volvo, FH Face Lift fridge trailer, CC18102 Scania R Series Top Line fride. (3) £20.00 - £25.00

11 Five Corgi boxed vehicles to include, Pickford's, RM560 Stagecoach, Robson's Carlisle & London, Brewer & Turnbull, A Wishhart & Sons (5). £15.00 - £20.00

12 Two boxed Corgi classics, Siddle C Cook Ltd Scammell Highwayman and 33ft trailer set, 16401 and an F.B. Atkins eight wheel truck and trailer set with loads 27601. (2) £10.00 - £15.00

13 Three boxed Corgi vehicles to include, two Guinness Bedford TK Platform trailer and containers, 22504 and Kings of the Road, CC12602, Scammell Crusader Tilt Trailer. (3) £15.00 - £20.00

14 Eight boxed Corgi classics to include Bishop & Son, Steinway & Sons, Michael Gerson, Arthur Batty etc. (8) £15.00 - £20.00

15 Hornby 00 gauge BR crane and carriage, Class 37 diesel locomotive, carriage & wagon. (4) £10.00 - £20.00

16 Steiff Benjamin Bunny, number 6612235, mohair, original dress, button in ear & factory label, carry bag. £30.00 - £50.00

17 "Geryk" hand operated vacuum pump, by Pulsometer Engineering Co Ltd used as a teaching aid, Height 61cm. £100.00 - £120.00

18 Ford Focus WRC 2000. Winner of Rally Catalunya 1:18 scale, together with various smaller die cast vehicles (13) £15.00 - £20.00

19 Four collectors toffee and biscuit tins including "Walters Palm Toffee" "C.W.S Biscuits" "Nuttall's Butterscotch" etc. (4) £10.00 - £20.00

20 Twelve die-cast vehicles to include three EDF Lorries, boxed. Four Triumph Motorcars, boxed. Also Shore Porters Society removal van, two Beetles and a limousine. (12) £20.00 - £30.00

21 Two Meccano designer starter kits, Pocket microscope and a Kvar retro "Road Roller 1927". £10.00 - £15.00

22 Star Wars Saga Original 35mm film cel presentation. Limited Edition 122 of 1000, framed. 40cm x 42cm. £30.00 - £40.00

23 Masudaya Modern Toys tinplate clockwork cat chasing a butterfly. £20.00 - £30.00

24 Lucas no. 632 "King of the Road" paraffin lamp together with a small tinplate candle powered hand lamp. (2) £50.00 - £60.00

25 Antique German Max Handwerk bisque head doll, open mouth, sleepy eyes and composite body parts together with an articulated wooden doll. (2) £30.00 - £40.00

26 "Hobbies" treadle fret saw. £20.00 - £40.00

27 Quantity of Magic Lantern slides etc, £20.00 - £30.00

28 Quantity of children's story slides. £20.00 - £30.00

29 Three Edison record phonograph rolls and "The B.B.J. Ideal" candy making thermometer. £30.00 - £50.00

30 Scalextric Street Pursuit with Police Range Rover v Lamborghini Gallardo. £20.00 - £30.00

31 Reproduction child's hobby horse tricycle ornament in the antique style. £20.00 - £30.00

32 Vintage metal "Mobro Bronco" tin plate mechanical horse. £10.00 - £15.00

33 Early 20th century B.N.D. bisque head doll open mouth, sleepy eyes, composite body and limbs, original outfit marks B.N.D. London, 7, to back of neck. 52cm long. £30.00 - £50.00

34 Various vintage comics to include Buster Brown's Sweetheart, Mash, Eagle. £5.00 - £8.00

35 Hornby, 00 gauge, R1038, "Orient Express" The boxed set. £100.00 - £120.00

36 Hornby, 00 gauge, R1019, "Flying Scotsman" electric train boxed set. £30.00 - £40.00

37 Four Hornby 00 gauge locomotives, R2597, Queen Elizabeth II, R2596, Daylight, R2598, "Duchess of York". £40.00 - £50.00
Various Hornby 00 gauge accessories including Ten Star Wars figures including Rebel Snow Eight vintage fountain pens and miscellaneous Star Wars two Speeder Bikes, Endor Forest Eight Star Wars figures including Nikto, B- Early 20th century military lead figures, various Twenty-one Star Wars figures, including Wickett, Four Star Wars figures including Luke Skywalker Eighteen Star Wars back cards - various condition Thirteen Star Wars figures, Bespin Security Guard 1983 Palitoy / German Milla Ltd. Star Wars Tri- Box of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Three vintage wooden pull along toy vehicles Nine Star Wars figures; eight are from the first Star Wars 1983 Palitoy of General Mills Return of Box of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Ten mechanical pencils including silver. £40.00 - £50.00 Various Hornby 00 gauge accessories including R8017 track pack system, R965 Standard Train Controller, R909 Elevated track supports, various wagons, track packets, etc. £20.00 - £30.00 King and Country. Streets of Old Hong Kong, various boxed figures and a diorama. £30.00 - £50.00 Three vintage wooden pull along toy vehicles including Wegenbouw wagon, fire truck and a delivery truck. (all in need of attention) £15.00 - £25.00 Various die-cast vehicles, lead cowboy and Indians and a quantity of plastic army and other figures. £10.00 - £20.00 Early 20th century military lead figures, various regiments including navy blue jackets, Abyssinian tribesmen, Gordon Highlanders etc. Mostly marked "Britain's" to the base, all play worn condition. (41) £40.00 - £50.00 Unusual early 20th century hand lamp with a converted "Massiv Rubin" red glass five and tin plate vent. £10.00 - £20.00 Various collectables including six lead horse and riders, various dice and shakers. "Daga" danner and two pairs of small binoculars. £15.00 - £20.00 Box of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Box of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Box of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Two boxes of railway related books. £10.00 - £20.00 Ten mechanical pencils including silver. £40.00 - £50.00 Four pen and fruit knives including silver. £10.00 - £20.00 Antique set of bone and ebony backed dominoes. £20.00 - £30.00 Eight vintage fountain pens and miscellaneous other pen parts. £50.00 - £80.00 Various display models of WWII fighter planes, including three from "The Aviation Archive", also a book "Lancaster Target" "Bomber" collectors plate, print of a bomber in flight, etc. (14) £20.00 - £30.00 1983 Palitoy / German Milla Ltd. Star Wars Tri-Logo Imperial Dignitary, in bubble on card, crossed out yellow price sticker. £80.00 - £100.00 Star Wars Ewok hang-glider and catapult, Int-4 Interceptor, Radar Laser cannon, two MLC-3 Mobile Laser Cannon (one with damaged dome). (5) £20.00 - £30.00 Star Wars two Speeder Bikes, Endor Forrest Ranger, Tripod Laser Cannon. (3) £20.00 - £30.00 Star Wars MTV-7 (multi terrain vehicle), Maintenance Energiser Unit and Tools, Cap-Z Captivator, PDT-8, plus two other vehicles. (6) £30.00 - £40.00 Star Wars large C-3PO figure, Hoth Wampa, Tauntaun (open belly) SY Snootles band (one microphone missing). (4) £30.00 - £40.00 Eighteen Star Wars figures including Nikto, B-Wing Pilot, Luke Skywalker (Jedi Outfit), Princess Leia (Boush disguise) AT-AT Driver, two Biker Scouts, AT-ST Driver, three Rebel Commanders, Rancor Driver, AT-AT Commander, Teebo, Nien Numb, Ugnaught, 2-1B Medical Droid, Imperial Commander. (18) £120.00 - £150.00 Nine Star Wars "Last 17" figures including Imperial Gunner, Lando Calrissian, A Wing Pilot, Paploo, Amanaman, Warok, Han Solo (Carbonite Chamber) Luke Skywalker (Hattle Poncho) and a Luke Skywalker in Imperial Storm Trooper Outfit and gun. (9) £80.00 - £100.00 Nine Star Wars figures; eight are from the first twenty-one including Hammer Head, Boba Fett, Snaggle Tooth, R5-D4, Walrus Man, Greedo, Death Star Droid, Power Droid, Luke Skywalker (X-Wing Pilot). (9) £50.00 - £80.00 Four Star Wars figures including Luke Skywalker Bespin Fatigues, Lando Calrissian, Princess Leia with Bespin Gown, Yoda. (4) £40.00 - £60.00 Fourteen Star Wars figures including eleven of the first twelve, 1977, C-3PO, Obi-Wan with retractable light sabre, Han Solo, Star Destroyer Commander, Jawa, Sand People, Darth Vader with retractable light sabre, three Storm Troopers, Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Chewbacca, R2-D2. (14) £100.00 - £120.00 Thirteen Star Wars figures, Bespin Security Guard (White), Imperial Snow Trooper, Bib Fortuna, Gammoranean Guard, Klaayu, Emperor's Royal Guard, Weequay, Prune Face, AT-AT Driver, The Emperor, two Imperial Tie Fighter Pilots, Klaatu (In Skiff Guard outfit). (13) £100.00 - £120.00 Ten Star Wars figures including Rebel Snow Soldier, Bossk, Han Solo (Hoth Battle Gear), 4-Lom, Admiral Ackbar, Squid Head, Lando Calrission in Skiff Guard disguise, Lobot, Princess Leia in Hoth outfit. (10) £60.00 - £80.00 Twenty-one Star Wars figures, including Wickett, Logray, Chief Chirpa, I688 Bounty Hunter, Assistant Medical Droid, 8D8, Zuckuss, Biker Scout, Imperial Storm Trooper, Princess Leia, Combat Pinch, Han Solo. Luke Skywalker in Hoth Battle Gear, Scout Trooper, Bengar. Cloud Car Pilot, Han Solo trench coat. (21) £150.00 - £200.00 Five Star Wars vehicles; Y-Wing Fighter, X-34 Landspeeder, Rebel Armoured Snow Speeder, die-cast Imperial Star Destroyer, Darth Vader's Tie Fighter. (5) £30.00 - £50.00 Eighteen Star Wars back cards - various condition etc. (18) £50.00 - £60.00 Star Wars 1983 Palitoy of General Mills Return of the Jedi Tri-Logo, Yak Face in bubble on card with crossed out price sticker. £300.00 - £500.00 Star Wars vehicles including a small Millennium
Falcon, AT-ST Walker, Imperial Troup Transport, V-Wing. (4) £30.00 - £40.00

72 Star Wars vehicles including Rebel Transport, B-Wing, AT-AT Walker. (3) £40.00 - £60.00

73 Star Wars vehicle and other to include Jedi Fighter with Fyperspace Ring, large Tie-Fighter, Darth Vader carry case, boxed, R2-D2 repair game. Octuptarra Magna Tri-Droid, E11 blaster rifle, also a card board back drop. (7) £60.00 - £100.00

74 Two Star Wars Millennium Falcons, two sizes. (2) £30.00 - £50.00

75 Vintage and modern die-cast Batman vehicles including second model Batmobile. £20.00 - £30.00

76 Vintage pre 1950's Mohair Teddy Bear with glass eyes, no label. 47cm high. £30.00 - £40.00

77 Steiff pig no. 5415/28 button and tag in ear, also a Harrod's brown bear. £30.00 - £40.00

78 Tri-ang tin plate model of the four ton Jones Mobile Crane KL44. £40.00 - £60.00

79 Various cast doll's house furniture, mostly 1900's including French and German examples. £20.00 - £40.00

80 Early 20th century Old English mahogany carved table top Bagatelle possibly by E.J. Riley, Accrington with cues and a set of Crystalate balls. £100.00 - £150.00

81 Wrenn. 00 gauge, 4-6-2 locomotive and tender, 35026 - Lamport and Holt Line, green, BR, boxed. £30.00 - £50.00

82 Dapol 00 gauge, five various Yorkshire Traders coal wagons, boxed. £10.00 - £15.00

83 Bachmann 260 locomotive and tender. 31813, black B.R. 460 loco and tender, 73158, black B.R. both boxed. (2) £50.00 - £70.00

84 Life-Like trains, four various HO box cars, all boxed. £10.00 - £20.00

85 Tri-ang railways, two R81 Station Set, R66K porters Room with kiosk, also various station furniture, mostly boxed. £30.00 - £40.00

86 Lima, 0-6-0 diesel shunter. 3004, green, BR, boxed also various rolling stock and carriages. £20.00 - £30.00

87 Thirty-three various rolling stock. (33) £15.00 - £20.00

88 Tri-ang (3) No. 2 Minic taxi, boxed, No. 2 musical car, Minic scout car (defective). £20.00 - £30.00

89 Various diecast vehicles and Star Wars R2 head. £10.00 - £20.00

90 Hornby 00 gauge signal box, level crossing, tunnel and foot bridge. £10.00 - £15.00

91 Mamod small static steam engine with grinding wheel on wood base. £10.00 - £20.00

92 Railway regular pocket watch together with a silver pocket watch £30.00 - £40.00

93 Quantity of railway postcards and photographs, mostly diesel locomotives. £20.00 - £30.00

94 Various railway postcards and photographs mostly black and white including a train crash on 4/1/22. £20.00 - £30.00

95 Quantity of railway postcards and photographs mostly black and white. £20.00 - £30.00

96 Cast iron Lancashire and Yorkshire railway notice. 53cm x 60cm. £60.00 - £80.00

97 Late 19th century military / marine foghorn bellows, Wood and leather bellows with crest and brass horn, possibly by Alldays & Onion of Birmingham (not marked). 87cm long. £100.00 - £150.00

98 Medals. QSA (ghost) with CC, OFS and Transvaal clasps, KSA with SA 1901 and 1902 clasps, Mons Star Trio; to S-15725 Pte. H.D. £25.00 - £350.00

99 Also WWII Africa Star and War Medal, with V.C. Pakes. West Yorkshire Regt. Mounted as worn. (5) £250.00 - £350.00

100 Masonic. Ancient Order of Foresters neck sash. Also a medal. £10.00 - £15.00

101 Masonic. Royal & Ancient Order of Buffaloes. Collection of various medals and collars. Also Masonic collar jewel. £20.00 - £30.00

102 WWI British War Medal: to S-15725 Pte. H.D. Marr. R. Hights. Also St. John Ambulance badges, commemorative medallions etc. £15.00 - £25.00

103 WWI British War Medal; to 6133 Ngr. R. Ryce. R.A. Also WWI Africa Star and War Medal, with certificate. (4) £30.00 - £50.00

104 Set of Bandsman's bird's nests, epaulettes, four various German caps. Modern. £15.00 - £20.00

105 Large box of various military paperwork, photographs etc. £10.00 - £20.00

106 Victorian era. Defective. Another "For King and Country". £50.00 - £80.00

107 Edward VIII coronation flag. 87cm x 59cm.; 1953 coronation flag. 83cm x 52cm.; A souvenir of the record reign of Queen Victoria 1987. 67cm x 70cm. £15.00 - £25.00

108 Aircraft fuel injector. Mounted. Battle of Britain Class No. 34073.249 Squadron. £15.00 - £25.00

109 QQ parachute with drogue. 1959. £10.00 - £20.00

110 Japanese tourist tanto. 19cm blade. Carved bone fittings. 37cm overall. £15.00 - £25.00

111 Swagger stick to the Sussex Yeomanry. Victorian era. Defective. Another "For King and Country". £10.00 - £15.00

112 Pair of 12 x 50 binoculars in case. Optically good. £10.00 - £15.00

113 Twenty-two various ceramic soldiers. Mostly Napoleonic era. £10.00 - £20.00

114 Four various German caps. Modern. £15.00 - £25.00

115 German. Model M35 double decal S.S. steel helmet, with liner. Some light rusting otherwise good condition. £250.00 - £400.00

116 German. WWII gas mask canister, containing Russian gas mask, possibly 1939. Also Russian goggles. £50.00 - £80.00

117 Board of approximately forty seven various badges £10.00 - £20.00

118 Life-Like trains, four various HO box cars, all boxed. £10.00 - £20.00

119 Large box of various military paperwork, photographs etc. £10.00 - £20.00

120 Japanese tourist tanto. 19cm blade. Carved bone fittings. 37cm overall. £15.00 - £25.00

121 Swagger stick to the Sussex Yeomanry. Victorian era. Defective. Another "For King and Country". £10.00 - £15.00

122 Pair of 12 x 50 binoculars in case. Optically good. £10.00 - £15.00

123 Twenty-two various ceramic soldiers. Mostly Napoleonic era. £10.00 - £20.00

124 Four various German caps. Modern. £15.00 - £25.00

125 German. Model M35 double decal S.S. steel helmet, with liner. Some light rusting otherwise good condition. £250.00 - £400.00

126 German. WWII gas mask canister, containing Russian gas mask, possibly 1939. Also Russian goggles. £50.00 - £80.00

127 Board of approximately forty seven various badges £10.00 - £20.00
Two military pre-WWI steins including 3rd Field Artillery Regiment, No. 1 Battery and Infantry Regiment 1903-1905 both 20cm high. £50.00 - £80.00

Brass ship's bell inscribed BP Hunter, holding frame, 14cm high. £30.00 - £50.00

Hawksley brass and paktong graduated powder flask with embossed hunting scene, plain brass and copper flask and a small embossed pistol flask. £40.00 - £50.00

German. Reproduction cloth breast eagles SS collar tabs and gold mothers cross. £15.00 - £25.00

German WWI imperial U-Boat badge, screw back. £30.00 - £50.00

German WWI army tank assault badge. £30.00 - £40.00

Large brass telescope, smaller 4 drawer telescope by TB Winter and also a 40mm shell case. £25.00 - £40.00

Pair of 8 x 30 binoculars in leather case. £10.00 - £20.00

United Kingdom. Five pence. Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

United Kingdom. Sixpence. George V and Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

United Kingdom. New halfpence. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

Collection of various Commonwealth coins. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. United Kingdom. One Pound. Page. (BE85C) 10W 313635 to ...327 consecutive. EF. Another AX. VF. Another BW. GVF. Another BX. VF. Also various other notes. £10.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. United Kingdom. One Pound. Somerset. B341. BS59 388326 to ...327 consecutive. EF. Another AX. VF. Another BW. GVF. Another BX. VF. Also various other notes. £15.00 - £25.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. United Kingdom. One Pound. Peppiatt. B249. C81D. Fine. Five other various notes. £10.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. United Kingdom. One Pound. Peppiatt. B249. C81D. Fine. Five other various notes. £10.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £5.00 - £8.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00

Banknotes. Small collection of various notes. £8.00 - £15.00


Roman. Gordian III. 238-244 A.D. AR antoninianus. (SC Vol. III. 8648) £10.00 - £15.00

Roman. Valerian. 253-260 A. D. AR denarius. (SC Vol. II. 6343) £12.00 - £20.00

Greek and Roman. Boy on a dolphin silver coin, possibly Taras, Calabria, with seven other mixed coins. (8) £40.00 - £60.00

Greek. Two silver coins, one possibly Alexandrian. (2) £15.00 - £20.00


Roman. Severus Alexander. 222 - 235 A.D. AR denarius. (SC Vol. II. 7899). £12.00 - £20.00

United Kingdom. Small collection of silver coins. Pre-1920. 22g. Pre-1947 159.3g. £25.00 - £30.00

Germany. 1922 third issue. 1000 marks. Watermark I, yellow paper. GF to N. uncirculated.
210 United Kingdom. Double-florin. Victoria. 1887. All Arabic 1. Two GVF, one VF. (3) £70.00 - £100.00
211 United Kingdom. Double-florin. Victoria. 1887. All Roman I. Two VF, one x NEF. (3) £60.00 - £90.00
212 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. 1887. Obverse NF. Reverse NVF.; 1887. NVF.; 1887. NEF. (3) £30.00 - £50.00
213 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. 1887. Two GF, one VF. (3) £30.00 - £50.00
214 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 1887. Various condition, NEF to F. (6) £50.00 - £80.00
215 United Kingdom. Victoria. 1887. Four one shilling, four sixpence, four threepence. Various condition, NEF to F. (12) £30.00 - £40.00
216 United Kingdom. Victoria. 1887. Three one shilling, three sixpence, three threepence. Various condition, NEF to GF. (9) £20.00 - £30.00
217 United Kingdom. Double-florin. Victoria. 1887. Roman I. GVF. £30.00 - £50.00
218 United Kingdom. Double-florin. Victoria. Three 1890. Arabic 1. All Good. (3) £30.00 - £50.00
219 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. 1887. NF. Florin. 1887. NF. (2) £15.00 - £25.00
221 Collection of silver coins. Pre-1920. 39g. Pre-1947. 74.9g. £15.00 - £20.00
222 Farthing container with miniature Victorian coins, three silver three-halfpence turned into buttons and "To Hanover" medallion. £20.00 - £30.00
223 United Kingdom. Britannia. Two Pounds. Elizabeth II. Two 1999. Both Silver Proof. (2) £30.00 - £50.00
224 United Kingdom. Britannia. Two Pounds. Elizabeth II. Two x 1999. Both Silver Proof. (2) £30.00 - £50.00
225 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. 1890. NF.; 1892. NF.; 1892. Good. (3) £20.00 - £30.00
226 Peru. One sol. 1872 Y.J. F.; 1894 TF. NF.; 1925. NF. Half-sol. 1929. NF.; 1935. NF. (5) £10.00 - £20.00
227 Bag of various coins including seven British £2, seven counterfeit foreign coins etc. £15.00 - £20.00
228 Collection of pre-1920 silver coins. 246.8g. £60.00 - £80.00
229 Maria Theresa thaler. Good and NF. Both appear to be London mint. 1860-1960. (2) £15.00 - £25.00
230 Small collection of various coins including 1937 and 1951 crowns, Singapore 1980 Unc. set, some silver coins. £12.00 - £20.00
231 Banknotes. United Kingdom. Ten shillings. F.Forde. 48Z 764542 to ...550 consecutive. Some faint foxing otherwise VF. (9) £20.00 - £30.00
232 Banknotes. France. 10 francs. E.6-12-1973. E. 52927 to ...928 consecutive, 52937 to ...52938 consecutive, 52945 to ...52947 consecutive. All NEF. Also some other French & Belgian notes. (13) £20.00 - £30.00
235 Mining tokens. South Western Area. Rare set of three discs (No. 52) for Emergency Teams, with instructions. Also 2d canteen token and union lapel badge. £20.00 - £30.00
236 Large tin of foreign coins. £8.00 - £12.00
237 United Kingdom. Large tin of copper coins. £10.00 - £20.00
238 United Kingdom. Large tin of cupro-nickel coins. £8.00 - £12.00
239 Tub of foreign coins. £12.00 - £20.00
240 Tokens. Bag of various modern tokens. £8.00 - £12.00
241 Tokens. Georgian half-guinea gaming tokens. Mostly in excellent condition. (167) £25.00 - £40.00
242 United Kingdom. Collection of silver coins. Pre-1920. 132.8g. £30.00 - £40.00
243 United Kingdom. Collection of silver coins. Pre-1947. 729.3g. £100.00 - £120.00
244 United Kingdom. Collection of silver coins. Pre-1947. 734.5g. £100.00 - £120.00
245 Oman. Collection of various copper & white metal coins. £10.00 - £20.00
246 Japan. 100 mon. 1835-70. With validation marks. Mostly VF. (4) £15.00 - £25.00
247 Maria Theresa thaler. Appear to be London, Paris & Brussels mints. All stained otherwise NF. (3) £15.00 - £25.00
248 Coin collection contained in small album and many loose pages. Also small banknote collection. £30.00 - £50.00
249 United Kingdom Two Pound Gold. Victoria. 1893 N.F £380.00 - £450.00
250 United Kingdom. Sovereign. George III. 1820. NF. Large date, open Z. £300.00 - £400.00
251 United Kingdom. Sovereign. William IV. 1837. NF. £400.00 - £900.00
252 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1860. Young Head. F. £180.00 - £220.00
253 United Kingdom. Victoria. 1864. Young Head. Die 86. Die flaw across date. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
254 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1874. Sydney Mint. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
255 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1875. Sydney Mint. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
256 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1884. Melbourne Mint. F. £180.00 - £220.00

BidMaster Office
256A United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1885. Melbourne Mint. F. £180.00 - £220.00
257 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. Jubilee Head. 1892. Sydney. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
258 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. Old Head. 1896. Melbourne. F. £180.00 - £220.00
259 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. Old Head. 1900. Sydney Mint. F £180.00 - £220.00
260 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Victoria. 1901. Sydney Mint. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
261 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Edward VII. 1903. F. £180.00 - £220.00
262 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Edward VII. 1904. F. £180.00 - £220.00
263 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Edward VII. 1908. F. £180.00 - £220.00
264 United Kingdom. Sovereign. Edward VII. 1910. GF £180.00 - £220.00
265 United Kingdom. Sovereign. George V. 1911. GF. £180.00 - £220.00
266 United Kingdom. Sovereign. George V. 1913. VF. £180.00 - £220.00
266A United Kingdom. Sovereign. George V. 1913. F. £180.00 - £220.00
267 United Kingdom. Sovereign. George V. 1931. South Africa. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
268 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. Victoria. Young Head. 1883. GF. £90.00 - £120.00
269 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. Victoria. Jubilee Head. 1887. De-Mounted and 1890 De-Mounted. (2) £180.00 - £220.00
270 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. Victoria. Old Head. 1900. Good. £90.00 - £120.00
271 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. Edward VII. 1902. NF. 1906. NF and 1907. NF. (3) £270.00 - £330.00
272 United Kingdom. Half Sovereigns. George V. 1911. NF. 1912. NF. and 1915. F. (3) £270.00 - £330.00
273 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. Elizabeth II. 1983. N.F. £150.00 - £200.00
274 United Kingdom. Half Sovereign. George III. 1820. NF. £90.00 - £120.00
275 Australia. Sovereign. Victoria. Young Head. 1870. Sydney Mint. NF. £180.00 - £220.00
276 United Kingdom. Crown. Charles II. 1664 XVI De-mounted. Otherwise good. £100.00 - £200.00
276A United Kingdom. Crown. Charles II. 1666 XVIII. Good. £100.00 - £200.00
277 United Kingdom. Crown. William IIII. 1696. Good. £40.00 - £60.00
278 United Kingdom. Crown. William II. 1696. Pierced. £30.00 - £40.00
279 United Kingdom. Crown. George III. 1818 LIX. Edge Knock otherwise Good. 1819 LX. Edge knocks otherwise Good. (2) £40.00 - £60.00
280 United Kingdom. Crown. George III. 1819. LIX. NVF. £60.00 - £90.00
281 United Kingdom. Crown. George III. 1818. LVIII. Edge knock otherwise Good. 1820. LX. NF. (2) £50.00 - £80.00
282 United Kingdom. Crown. George IV. 1821 SECUNDO. NF. £25.00 - £40.00
283 United Kingdom. Crown. George IV. 1822. SECUNDO. Edge knock otherwise NF £25.00 - £40.00
284 United Kingdom. Crown. George IV. 1822 TERTIO. Edge knock otherwise Good. £20.00 - £30.00
285 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Young head. 1844 VIII. Star stops. Edge knock otherwise Good. £25.00 - £40.00
286 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Young head. 1845 VIII. Cinquefoil. F. £60.00 - £80.00
287 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Young head. 1847 XI. Edge knock otherwise NF. £60.00 - £80.00
288 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. 'Gothic', MDCCXLVII UNDECIMO. GVF. £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
290 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1891. NF. 1892. NF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00
291 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1893 LIX. Edge knock otherwise NF. £20.00 - £30.00
292 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1893 LVI. Edge knock otherwise F. £25.00 - £40.00
293 United Kingdom. Crown. Old head. 1893 LVI. NF. 1894 LVI. Edge knock otherwise NF. (3) £25.00 - £40.00
294 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1893 LVI. Edge knock otherwise Good. 1894 LVIII. Edge knock otherwise NF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00
295 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1895 LIX. Slight edge knock otherwise NF. 1896 LIX. Edge knock otherwise F. (2) £30.00 - £40.00
296 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1895. De-mounted. 1896 LIX. Edge knock otherwise NF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00
297 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1897 LXI. GF. 1898 LXII. NF. (2) £35.00 - £50.00
298 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. 1897 LXI. Edge knocks otherwise NF. 1898 LXI. Edge knock otherwise NF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00
299 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1899 LXIII. GF. £30.00 - £40.00
300 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1900 LXIV. NVF. £30.00 - £40.00
301 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. Old head. 1899 LXII. NF. 1900 LXIII. Edge knock otherwise F. (2) £30.00 - £40.00
302 United Kingdom. Crown. Edward VII. 1902. Slight nick otherwise GVF. £100.00 - £120.00
303 United Kingdom. Crown. Edward VII. 1902. NF. £30.00 - £50.00

304 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 'Wreath'. 1927. EF. £100.00 - £120.00

305 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 'Wreath'. 1928. NF. £50.00 - £80.00

306 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 'Wreath'. 1929. GF. £100.00 - £140.00

307 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 'Wreath'. 1930. GF. £80.00 - £120.00

308 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 'Wreath'. 1933. NVF. £120.00 - £140.00

309 United Kingdom. Crown. George V. 1935. VF. George VI. 1937. NEF. 1951. GEF. Eleven other modern crowns including four £5 crowns. (14) £30.00 - £40.00


312 United Kingdom. Double-florin. Victoria. 1889, 1890. Both Arabic 1. Both GF. (2) £30.00 - £50.00


314 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George III. 1816. Good. 1817. Fair. (2) £20.00 - £30.00

315 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George III. 1817, 1818, 1819, 1820. All Fair. (4) £30.00 - £40.00

316 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George III. 1820,1821. Both Good. 1823, 1824. Both NF. (4) £40.00 - £60.00

318 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George IV. 1825. NF. 1826. NF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00

319 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George IV. 1828. Good. 1829. Good. (2) £50.00 - £80.00

320 United Kingdom. Half-crown. William IV. 1834. Good. 1835. NF. 1836. NF. 1837. NF. (4) £30.00 - £40.00

321 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. 1840 type A3. Edge knock otherwise NF. £25.00 - £40.00

322 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. Type A4. 1842, 1843. Both Good. (2) £30.00 - £40.00

323 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. Type A4. 1844 NF. 1845. Good. (2) £25.00 - £40.00

324 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. Type A4. 1846, 1849 large date. Both Good. (2) £30.00 - £40.00

325 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. Type A4. 1849 large date. NF. 1850. Good. (2) £25.00 - £40.00

326 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. Type A5. 1874-1879. All Good. (6) £60.00 - £80.00

327 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Young head. 1880-1885, two 1886, 1887. All Good. (9) £70.00 - £100.00

328 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1887. GVF. £20.00 - £40.00

329 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1888. VF. £20.00 - £40.00


331 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1890, 1891 Both NF. 1892. Good. (3) £20.00 - £30.00


333 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Old head. 1896. GF. £40.00 - £60.00

334 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Old head. 1897 - 1900. All NF. (4) £25.00 - £40.00

335 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Victoria. Old head. 1901. NF. £40.00 - £60.00


337 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Edward VII. 1903. NF. £50.00 - £80.00

338 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Edward VII. 1904. GEF. £250.00 - £400.00

339 United Kingdom. Half-crown. Edward VII. 1905. Good. £100.00 - £150.00


341 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George V. 1915. NF. 1916. VF. 1917. VF. 1918. Good. (4) £30.00 - £40.00


343 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George V. 1928-35. All NF. 1936. EF. (9) £20.00 - £30.00

344 United Kingdom. Half-crown. George VI. 1937-1951. F. to GVF. (15) £15.00 - £25.00

345 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 'Godless'. Type B1. MDCCCLII. Good. MDCCCLIII. NF. MDCCCLV. Good. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

346 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 'Gothic'. Type B1. MDCCCLVI. NF. MDCCCLVII. MDCCCLVIII. Both Good. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

347 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 'Gothic'. Type B1. MDCCCLXII. Both Good. MDCCCLXIII. NF. MDCCCLXIV. Both Good. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

348 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 'Gothic'. Type B1. Two MDCCCLXIV. Both Good. MDCCCLXV. Fair. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

349 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. 'Gothic'. Type B1. MDCCCLXII. Good. £50.00 - £80.00
United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. ‘Gothic’. Type B2. MDCCCLXIV, die 60. Good. MDCCCLXV, die 5. Good. MDCCCLXVII, illegible die number. Good. (3) £25.00 - £40.00


352 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. ‘Gothic’. Type B3. MDCCCLXXI. F. £20.00 - £30.00


355 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. ‘Gothic’. B8. MDCCCLXXX. Fair. Two MDCCCLXXXI. Both NF. (3) £20.00 - £30.00

356 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. ‘Gothic’. B8. MDCCCLXXXIII. Fair. MDCCCLXXXIV. NF. Another two, both Good. MDCCCLXXXVI. Good. (5) £30.00 - £40.00


358 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. Jubilee head. 1887-1892. Good to NF. (6) £25.00 - £40.00

359 United Kingdom. Florin. Victoria. Old head. 1893, 1894 pierced, 1895, 1898-1901. All Good. 1897. F. 1899. NF. (9) £25.00 - £40.00

360 United Kingdom. Florin. Edward VII. 1902-1910. Good to NF. (9) £40.00 - £60.00

361 United Kingdom. Florin. George V. Various dates and condition. 89g. (8) £20.00 - £30.00

362 United Kingdom. Florin. George V. 1911. EF. 1916. NEF. (8) £50.00 - £80.00

363 United Kingdom. Florin. George V and VI. Various dates and condition. 234.5g. (21) £25.00 - £40.00


365 United Kingdom. Shilling. George III. 1816. GF. Another NF. 817. GF. 1819. F. 1820. Edge knock otherwise F. (5) £25.00 - £40.00

366 United Kingdom. Shilling. George IV. Various dates and condition. (7) £30.00 - £40.00

367 United Kingdom. Shilling. William IV. Various dates. Fair to Good. (5) £15.00 - £25.00

368 United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Type A1 and A3. Various dates 1838 to 1851. Good to NF. (13) £40.00 - £60.00

369 United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Type A3 Various dates. 1851 to 1860. Good to NF. (12) £25.00 - £40.00

370 United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Young head. Type A4. 1864, die 23. 1865, die 64. 1866, die 40. 1867, die 14. Type A6. 1868, die 31. 1869, die 11. 1870, die 11. All Good. (7) £25.00 - £40.00

United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Young head. Type A6. 1871, die 43. 1872, die 146. 1873, die 119. 1874, die 63. 1875, die 57?. 1876, die 10. 1877, die 49. 1878, die 23. (8) £25.00 - £40.00

372 United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Young head. Type A7. 1879. 1880-1881, two x 1882, 1883-1887. All Good. (10) £25.00 - £40.00


374 United Kingdom. Shilling. Victoria. Old Head. Various dates. 1893-1901. Various condition. Good to NEF. (10) £40.00 - £60.00

375 United Kingdom. Sixpence. Anne. Plumes. Date illegible. Pierced. George III. 1787. With seme of hearts. GF. (2) £25.00 - £40.00

376 United Kingdom. Sixpence. George III. 1816-1820. Various dates. Various condition. Fair to GF. (6) £35.00 - £50.00

377 United Kingdom. Sixpence. George IV. Various dates. 1821-1829. Various condition. Fair to F. (6) £25.00 - £40.00


381 United Kingdom. Sixpence. Victoria. Young head. Type A2. 1864-1867. Various condition. Fair to NF. (4) £15.00 - £25.00

382 United Kingdom. Sixpence. Victoria. Young head. Type A3. 1868 pierced. 1869, die 9. 1871, die 18. 1872, die 31. 1873, die 45. 1874, die 3. 1875, die 78. Various condition. Fair to NF. (7) £20.00 - £30.00


386 United Kingdom. Silver threepence. Collection of various reigns and conditions. (113) £15.00 - £25.00

387 United Kingdom. One pound. Elizabeth II. Older and modern issues. Many varieties. (43) £50.00 - £70.00

388 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 2014-2016. Commemorative issues. (32) £80.00 - £100.00

£100.00 - £120.00
390 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 2004-2009. Commemorative issues. (40) £100.00 - £120.00
391 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 1986-2003. Older and modern Commemorative issues. (34) £75.00 - £100.00
392 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 1986-2016. Older and modern Commemorative issues. (34) £75.00 - £100.00
393 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 2012-2016. Commemorative issues. (16) £40.00 - £50.00
394 United Kingdom. Two pounds. Elizabeth II. 2012-2016. It is a complete set. (40) £100.00 - £120.00
395 United Kingdom. Fifty pence. Elizabeth II. All issues from 1969 to 2010 including Kew Gardens issue. (36) £100.00 - £150.00
396 United Kingdom. Fifty pence. Elizabeth II. 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Complete set. (29) £40.00 - £60.00
397 Collection of pre-1947 silver coins. 279.4g. £35.00 - £50.00
398 Collection of pre-1920 silver coins. 193.2g. £45.00 - £60.00
399 England. Sixpence. James I. 1603. mm thistle. (SC2648) £30.00 - £40.00
400 England. Half-groat. Henry VIII. 1st coinage 1509-26. mm rose. (SC2319) £60.00 - £90.00
401 England. Shilling. Elizabeth I. 2nd issue 1560-61. mm illegible. £60.00 - £80.00
402 England. Elizabeth I. Sixpence. 3rd/4th issue. mm pheon. (SC2560) £30.00 - £50.00
403 England. Sixpence. Elizabeth I. 3rd/4th issue. 1673. mm acorn. £30.00 - £40.00
404 United Kingdom. Anne. Shilling. 1711. (SC3610) Good. £30.00 - £40.00
405 United Kingdom. Shilling. George I. 1723. SS C. (SC 3647) NF. £20.00 - £30.00
406 United Kingdom. Trade dollar. George III. 1804. NF £30.00 - £50.00
407 United Kingdom. 3 shilling bank token. George III. 1811. NF. Counterfeit token 1815. (2) £20.00 - £30.00
409 United Kingdom. Twopence. George III. 'Cartwheel'. 1797 Edge knocks otherwise NF. Halfpenny. Two 1799. Both NF. Farthing. 1806. (4) £25.00 - £40.00
413 Collection of various coins and silver commemorative medallion etc. £10.00 - £20.00
414 Banknotes. Ten pounds. Somerset. B348. AW. VF One pound. Four various. (5) £15.00 - £20.00
415 Banknotes. Five pounds. Gill. B353. SB. GV.F. Bailey. KH and HD. Both N.Unc. Six other various notes. (9) £20.00 - £30.00
417 Small collection of various coins and medallions. £12.00 - £20.00
418 United Kingdom. Sovereign. George V. 1913. £180.00 - £220.00
419 United Kingdom. Crown. Victoria. 1887. GF. £20.00 - £30.00
421 United Kingdom. Sixpence. William III. 1696. Fair. £20.00 - £30.00
422 United Kingdom. Collection of pre-1947 silver coins. £10.00 - £20.00
423 United Kingdom. Collection of pre-1947 silver coins. 681g.
424 United Kingdom. Crown. Three 1951 Festival of Britain 1951. All Unc. Cased. Australia. 1937. GV.F. (4) £15.00 - £25.00
425 United Kingdom. £5 crown. Seven various dates. Also tub of 25 pence crowns, including two packaged. £45.00 - £60.00
426 France. 10 francs. 1875A. NF.; 1965. NF. Also Peru 1 sol. 1871. De-mounted. (3) £15.00 - £20.00
427 Gold medallion. History of our Monarchy. 14ct. 0.5g. £10.00 - £15.00
429 United Kingdom. Tub of various coins. £10.00 - £20.00
430 Tub of foreign coins. £10.00 - £20.00
431 Medallions. Five various. Commemorative £5 note, Kings and Queens of England, Historic Battles of our Time, Defining Moments of WWII and British Military Aircraft. All Proof. £15.00 - £25.00
432 Medallions. Coronation Medal for Edward VII. 1902. 31mm. Silver. Coronation Medal for George V. 1911. 31mm. Silver. (2) £15.00 - £25.00
433 Medallions. Large Portuguese medal commemorating the death of Ines de Castro in 1354. 90mm. Bronze. £12.00 - £20.00
434 Medallions. Coronation Medal for Maria Anna Augusta and Ferdinand I of Austria. 1836. 75mm. Bronze. £30.00 - £40.00

435 Tokens. Small collection of various Georgian gaming tokens. (8) £8.00 - £15.00

436 Maria Theresa thaler. Some edge staining otherwise Near Proof. Appears to be Paris mint. 1860-1960. Another possibly Brussels mint. Mounted. (2) £15.00 - £25.00

437 Bag of assorted medallions and tokens, mostly modern. £15.00 - £25.00

438 United Kingdom. £6 crown. Elizabeth II. 2008. Silver Proof. Six other cupro-nickel £5 crowns. Also small collection of crowns. £60.00 - £80.00

439 United Kingdom. Penny. Various Victorian, Edward VII and George V. Various conditions. £5.00 - £8.00

440 United Kingdom. Penny. Various Victorian, Edward VIII and George V. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

441 United Kingdom. Penny. Various George VI and Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

442 United Kingdom. Halfpenny. Various Victorian to Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

443 United Kingdom. Brass threepence. Mainly Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

444 United Kingdom. Two shillings. George VI and Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

445 United Kingdom. Ten pence. Elizabeth II. Various condition. £5.00 - £8.00

446 Three old albums of cigarette cards. £8.00 - £12.00

447 Album of various mixed postcards. £10.00 - £20.00

448 Small album of old local interest postcards. £8.00 - £12.00

449 Collection of mainly Commemorative stamps in folders. £10.00 - £20.00

450 Box of various stamps in folders. Many Old China. £8.00 - £12.00